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Provides an overview of the fifty-year career and the innovative and creative work of Louis
Comfort Tiffany (1848-1933). With 400 color plates, a documentary index, and an illustrated
biography/bibliography, this volume pays homage to the work of the man who revolutionized
both the art and technique of stained glass.

From zesterdaily.com:Whenever I yearn to jet off to an exotic locale or simply want a way to
spice up my dinner menu, I reach for Luke Nguyen’s My Vietnam. Part travel narrative and part
cookbook, this colorful tome takes readers on a culinary and cultural journey through Vietnam.
Along the way we discover the magic behind the country’s fresh, aromatic cuisine and learn how
to create over 100 authentic, regional dishes. We also find out how diverse and charming this
lush, Southeast Asian nation can be. A Vietnamese chef, restaurant owner and Cooking
Channel host, Nguyen uses My Vietnam to detail his trip through his parents’ homeland. As he
proceeds from North through South Vietnam, he examines nine specific destinations and one
region, the Mekong Delta. Throughout the book, gorgeous color photographs enliven and
illustrate Nguyen’s stories and dishes. Flip through its pages and you end up feeling as though
you, too, are trekking through Vietnam. So superb are many of the photos that I could easily
classify My Vietnam as a coffee table book. Yet, while the pictures may be stunning, the food
and anecdotes are even more so. … Inspiring and intriguing, My Vietnam provides the ideal
antidote to tired mealtime menus and burning wanderlust.From the Inside FlapLuke Nguyen,
chef and coauthor of the internationally bestselling book Secrets of the Red Lantern, returns
home to discover the best of regional Vietnamese cooking. In My Vietnam he takes a personal
and culinary tour to learn more about one of the richest, most diverse cuisines in the
world.Starting in the north of Vietnam and ending in the south, Luke visits his family and friends,
is invited into the homes of local Vietnamese families, and meets food experts and local cooks.
Accompanying his stories are more than 100 regional and family recipes—from Tamarind Broth
with Beef and Water Spinach to Wok-tossed Crab in Sate Sauce—and vibrant, stunning
photographs. Together these capture the beauty of Vietnam and her people’s deep connection
to food.From the Back CoverLuke Nguyen, chef and coauthor of the internationally bestselling
book Secrets of the Red Lantern, returns home to discover the best of regional Vietnamese
cooking. In My Vietnam he takes a personal and culinary tour to learn more about one of the
richest, most diverse cuisines in the world.Starting in the north of Vietnam and ending in the
south, Luke visits his family and friends, is invited into the homes of local Vietnamese families,
and meets food experts and local cooks. Accompanying his stories are more than 100 regional
and family recipes—from Tamarind Broth with Beef and Water Spinach to Wok-tossed Crab in
Sate Sauce—and vibrant, stunning photographs. Together these capture the beauty of Vietnam



and her people’s deep connection to food.About the AuthorLuke Nguyen was born in 1978 in a
Thai refugee camp, shortly after his parents and elder siblings fled Vietnam as boat people. His
family eventually settled in Sydney, Australia. Luke is the chef and owner of the award-winning
Vietnamese restaurant Red Lantern in Sydney and the coauthor of the bestselling book Secrets
of the Red Lantern. Luke also hosts culinary adventure tours of Vietnam and has produced a TV
series about Vietnamese food and travel, seen in the United States on the Cooking
Channel.Read more
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The Lamps of Tiffany Studios: Nature Illuminated The Lamps of Louis Comfort Tiffany: New,
smaller format Louis C. Tiffany Garden Museum Collection



archfan, “Great book but underwhelmed by the small size of the book.. Great book. Shame it is
so small.”

ann berry, “Prompt. I have enjoyed  the bookJ”

Lynne, “great book. For stained glass afficianados, this is a gem.”

Lonnie W. Morris Jr., “Four Stars. good reference book”

lynn coppes, “Five Stars. Great book at a good price!”

SANDRA PERDIAN, “L.C.Tiffany's life, great book. Beautiful book. Tells about Louis Tiffany's
journey through life with his ups and downs and what a brilliant artist he was. Very very good
book.”

Opera Man, “Photographs.. The photographs are beautiful.”

S. J. Anderson, “Tiffany windows. This book is one of the only books i can find on Tiffany that
does his works justice, he has a beautiful range of works stemming from his famous lamps to his
very ore inspiring Windows.It has glossy pages throughout and well written information about his
works, but without sounding like i'm a bit dim, i really love this book mainly for the pictures and
layouts, Tiffany wasn't afraid of Colour and these visuals capture all of his works in there rightful
glory, most other books lack these very basic principals and for someone like me who likes art
as a hobby, it's nice to look at these and be easily inspired.10/10 Great Book :)”

JOHN LOOBY, “Lots of colour pictures. Nice book with a lot of colour pictures of his work.”

Masia, “Lovely book!. Prompt delivery of a lovely little book at a very reasonable price.”

Gerry Byron, “excellent. the book was quite informative,since then I've purchased quite a few
tiffnay lamps,weather their hanging from the ceiling or sitting on a table I like that art deco look”

Jacques de Molay, “Bewertung. Die Erwartungen an dieses Buch werden erfüllt. Eine Bewertung
ist sehr subjektiv, da die Thematik sehr speziell ist. Na dann...”

The book by Joseph Menn has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 57 people have provided feedback.
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